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Abstract. A theory for the evolution of a metric g driven by the equations of
three-dimensional continuum mechanics is developed. This metric in turn allows
for the local existence of an evolving three-dimensional Riemannian manifold im-
mersed in the six-dimensional Euclidean space. The Nash-Kuiper theorem is then
applied to this Riemannian manifold to produce a wild evolving C1 manifold. The
theory is applied to the incompressible Euler and Navier-Stokes equations. One
practical outcome of the theory is a computation of critical profile initial data for
what may be interpreted as the onset of turbulence for the classical incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations.
1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to continue our previous study of the link between the
equations of inviscid continuum mechanics and the motion of Riemannian manifolds
(cf. [1]). More specifically, we have shown in [1] that a solution of the system of
balance laws of mass and momentum in two space dimensions can be mapped into
an evolving two-dimensional Riemannian manifold in R3. Furthermore, it is shown
that the geometric image of smooth solutions of the continuum equations for non-
wild data (not simple shears) can be shadowed by a non-smooth geometric motion.
In addition, the geometric initial value problem for these non-smooth solutions has
an infinite number of energy preserving non-smooth solutions. Since the earlier
paper [1] was focused on two-dimensional continuum mechanics, it is natural to
develop a theory to deal with three space dimensional case, and we provide this here
when the Riemannian manifold is now time evolving in R6. Moreover, our earlier
paper only dealt with inviscid materials. In this paper, we extend our results to
viscous fluids, including the incompressible viscous fluids governed by the classical
Navier-Stokes equations. In particular, we use the geometric theory to predict the
critical profile initial data for the onset of turbulence in channel flow.
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The main value of such a continuum-geometry link in [1] is to give a rather
straightforward demonstration for the existence of wild solutions for the equations
of inviscid continuum mechanics for classical incompressible and compressible fluids
and neo-Hookian elasticity, and for the non-uniqueness of weak entropy solutions
to the initial value problem. The work was motivated by the important sequence
of papers [11–14] by DeLellis, Sze´kelyhidi Jr., and others on the application of
Gromov’s h-principle and convex integration [17] to provide both the existence of
wild solutions and the non-uniqueness of solutions to the initial value problem.
Since Gromov’s work is based on the classical Nash-Kuiper theorem for non-smooth
isometric embeddings in Riemannian geometry, it was our goal to exposit a direct
map from continuum mechanics to the motion of a Riemannian manifold, in order
to avoid sophisticated analysis needed to apply Gromov’s theory. Furthermore,
in making the direct continuum to geometry link, it becomes apparent that our
approach is very much in the spirit of the Einstein equations of general relativity,
i.e., in both our work and general relativity, the matter relation (fluids, gases, etc.)
on one side of the equations drives the geometric motion of an evolving space-time
metric.
Perhaps in retrospect, it is no surprise that the proof of the continuum to geometry
map in two space dimensions is distinctly different than the proof we provide here
for three space dimensions. The reason is more than just technical and lies at
the heart of much of the work for the isometric embedding problem in three and
higher dimensional Riemannian manifolds. More specifically, for two-dimensional
manifolds, it is rather straightforward to analyze the Gauss-Codazzi equations that
provide both necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an isometrically
embedded manifold in R3, which was the view we took in [1]. However, for the
case of three space dimensions, all the work to date has avoided the application of
the next level of necessary and sufficient conditions (the Gauss, Codazzi, and Ricci
equations) and has dealt with the fully nonlinear embedding equations directly; we
follow this direct approach here as well. We do this by invoking two key results: The
solvability of the system for determination of a metric g, given the components of the
Riemann curvature tensor (cf. DeTurck-Yang [15]), and the local solvability of the
isometric embedding problem for the embedding of a three-dimensional Riemannian
manifold into R6 (cf. Maeda-Nakamura [22, 23]; see also Goodman-Yang [16] and
Chen-Clelland-Slemrod-Yang-Wang [8]).
This paper is divided into six sections after this introduction. Section 2 provides a
review of the elements of Riemannian geometry and the isometric embedding prob-
lem. A short presentation of the balance laws of continuum mechanics is given in
Section 3. In Section 4, a short proof is presented for deriving the metric map tak-
ing the continuum mechanical evolution into the evolution of a three-dimensional
Riemannian manifold immersed in the six-dimensional Euclidean space. In Section
5, we present a short observation that a shearing flow may be mapped into a Rie-
mannian flat manifold in the six-dimensional Euclidean space. In Section 6, the
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Nash-Kuiper theorem for non-smooth isometric embeddings is first recalled and is
then applied to show that the geometric initial value problem has an infinite set
of weak solutions for the same non-smooth initial data. Finally, in Section 7, the
theory is applied to the classical incompressible Navier-Stokes equations and gives
a prediction of the critical profile initial data for the onset of turbulence in chan-
nel flow. The critical profile predicted by the geometric theory of this paper is in
agreement with the experimentally observed profile given in Reichardt [26].
2. Geometry and isometric embedding
This section is devoted to some preliminary discussion and review about geometry
and isometric embedding.
2.1. Geometry. Riemann [27] in 1854 introduced the notion of an abstract man-
ifold with metric structure, motivated by the problem of defining a surface in a
Euclidean space independently of the underlying Euclidean space. The isometric
embedding problem seeks to establish the conditions for the Riemannian manifold
to be a sub-manifold of a Euclidean space with the same metric. For example, con-
sider a smooth n-dimensional Riemannian manifold Mn with metric tensor g. In
terms of local coordinates xi, i = 1, 2 . . . n, the distance on M
n between neighbour-
ing points is
ds2 = gijdxidxj, i, j = 1, 2, . . . n,
where and throughout the paper, the standard summation convention is adopted.
Now let Rm be the m-dimensional Euclidean space, and let y : Mn → Rm be a
smooth map so that the distance between neighbouring points is given by
ds¯2 = dy · dy = yi,jyi,kdxjdxk,
where the subscript comma denotes partial differentiation with respect to the local
coordinates xi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. The existence of a global embedding of M
n in Rm is
equivalent to the existence of a smooth map y for each x ∈Mn into Rm. Isometric
embedding requires the existence of a map y for which the distances are equal. That
is,
gijdxidxj = y
i
,jy
i
,kdxjdxk, or y
i
,jy
i
,k = gjk,
which may be compactly rewritten as
∂iy · ∂jy = gij,
where ∂i =
∂
∂xi
, and the inner product in Rm is denoted by symbol “·”.
The classical isometric embedding of a 2-dimensional Riemannian manifold into
the 3-dimensional Euclidean space is comparatively well studied and comprehen-
sively discussed in Han-Hong [18]. By contrast, the embedding of n-dimensional
Riemannian manifolds into the Jn :=
n(n+1)
2
-dimensional Euclidean space has only
a comparatively small literature. When n = 3, the main results are due to Bryant-
Griffiths-Yang [6], Nakamura-Maeda [22], Goodman-Yang [16], and most recently to
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Poole [25] and Chen-Clelland-Slemrod-Wang-Yang [8]. A general, related case when
n ≥ 3 is considered in Han-Khuri [19]. These results all rely on a linearization of
the fully nonlinear system to establish the embedding y for given metric gij of the
Riemannian manifold.
2.2. Isometric embedding. Let (M, g) denote an n-dimensional Riemannian man-
ifold with ascribed metric tensor g. Suppose that manifold (M, g) can be embedded
globally into Rm (the term immersion is used when the embedding is local). As
stated in §2.1, this assumption implies that there exist a system of local coordi-
nates x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) on M and an embedding y = (y1, y2, . . . , ym) such that
∂iy · ∂jy = gij hold.
For an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold, the components of the corresponding
metric tensor may be represented by the n× n symmetric matrix g11 · · · g1n... . . . ...
gn1 · · · gnn
 .
There are Jn =
n(n+1)
2
entries on and above the diagonal, and we conclude in general
that the isometric embedding problem has three cases: m > Jn, m = Jn, and
m < Jn, where m is the number of unknowns (y1, y2, . . . ym), and Jn is the number
of equations. The crucial number Jn =
n(n+1)
2
is called the Janet dimension. Let
(M, g) be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold with metric g, and let the kth
covariant derivative be denoted by ∇k. This derivative permits differentiation along
the manifold. For scalars φ, vectors φi and rank-two tensors φij, the covariant
derivatives are given respectively by
∇kφ = ∂kφ, ∇kφj = ∂kφj − Γljkφl, ∇kφij = ∂kφij − Γlikφlj − Γljkφil,
where the Christoffel symbols are calculated from metric g by the formula:
Γkij =
1
2
gkl
(
∂igjl + ∂jgil − ∂lgij
)
.
The metric tensor with components gkl (upper indices) is the inverse of that with
components gij (lower indices), so that g
klgpl = δ
k
l , where δ
k
l is the usual Kronecker
delta. The Kronecker deltas of upper and lower order are defined similarly.
The Riemann curvature tensor, Rlijk, is defined in terms of the Christoffel symbols
by
Rlijk = ∂jΓ
l
ki − ∂kΓlji + ΓljpΓpki − ΓlkpΓpji.
By lowering indices, we have the covariant Riemann curvature tensor :
Rijkl = giqR
q
jkl,
or
Rijkl = giq
(
∂kΓ
q
lj − ∂lΓqkj + ΓqkpΓplj − ΓqlpΓpkj
)
which is written as Riem(g).
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This tensor possesses the minor skew-symmetries :
Rijkl = −Rjikl = −Rijlk,
and the interchange (or major) symmetry Rijkl = Rklij. The cyclic interchange of
indices leads to the first Bianchi identity :
Rijkl +Riklj +Riljk = 0,
as well as the second Bianchi identity :
∇sRijkl +∇kRijls +∇lRijsk = 0.
If we use the Ricci tensor
Rik := g
jlRijkl,
then the second Bianchi identity can be written as
Bian(g) := gab(∇bRam − 1
2
∇mRab) = 0.
Of course, with usual raising and lowering of indices and the Ricci identity, we have
Bian(g) = ∇aRam − 1
2
∇mgabRab = ∇a(Ram − 1
2
gamg
abRab).
The quantity, Ram − 12gamgabRab, is the Einstein tensor. Furthermore, the Ricci
tensor is written in terms of metric g by the formula:
Rij = ∂pΓ
p
ij − ∂jΓpip + ΓqijΓppq − ΓqipΓpjq.
A necessary condition for the existence of an isometric embedding is that there exist
functions
Hµij = H
µ
ji, κ
ν
µi = −κµνi, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, n+ 1 ≤ µ, ν ≤ m,
such that the Gauss equation holds:
m∑
µ=n+1
(
HµikH
µ
jl −HµilHµjk
)
= Rijkl, (2.1)
along with the Codazzi equations :
∂kH
µ
ij + κ
µ
νkH
ν
ij − ΓpkiHµpj − ΓpkjHµip − ∂jHµik − κµνjHνik + ΓpjiHµpk + ΓpjkHµip = 0, (2.2)
and the Ricci equations :
Kνµij := ∂iκ
ν
µj − ∂jκνµi + κνηiκηµj − κνηjκηµi − gpq
(
HµipH
ν
jq −HµjpHνiq
)
= 0. (2.3)
The Ricci system can be expressed in covariant form by the addition and subtraction
of the term, Γqijκ
ν
µq, to obtain
∇iκνµj −∇jκνµi + κνηiκηµj − κνηjκηµi = gpq
(
HµipH
ν
jq −HµjpHνiq
)
.
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Theorem 2.1 (Allendoerfer [2]). Suppose that there exist symmetric functions Hµij =
Hµji and anti-symmetric functions κ
ν
µi = −κµνi, n + 1 ≤ µ, ν ≤ m, such that the
Gauss-Codazzi-Ricci equations are satisfied in a simply connected domain. Then
there exists an isometric embedding of the n-dimensional Riemannian manifold (with
the second fundamental form Hµij and the normal bundle κ
µ
νi) into Rm.
This theorem shows that the solvability of the Gauss-Codazzi-Ricci equations is
both necessary and sufficient for an isometric immersion.
While the examination of the Gauss-Codazzi-Ricci system appears to be an ap-
pealing route to the proof of local isometric embedding, it is in fact the more direct
route by using the embedding equations ∂iy · ∂jy = gij that has proven more suc-
cessful for the C∞embedding problem. The first such result was given in Bryant-
Griffiths-Yang [6], and more refined results are due to Nakamura-Maeda [22,23] and
Poole [25]. See also Chen-Clelland-Slemrod-Wang-Yang [8] for an alternative, sim-
pler proof of the Nakamura-Maeda theorem in [22, 23], which we will use here and
state it as follows.
Theorem 2.2 (Nakamura-Maeda). Let (M, g) be a C∞ three-dimensional Riemann-
ian manifold, and let p ∈M be a point such that the Riemann curvature tensor (as
defined by g) does not vanish. Then there exists a local C∞ isometric embedding of
a neighborhood U0 of p into R6.
2.3. Metric solvability for a prescribed Riemann curvature. We will need
the crucial result for the metric solvability for a prescribed Riemann curvature due
to DeTurck-Yang [15]:
Theorem 2.3 (DeTurck-Yang [22, 23]). Let R̂ be a non-degenerate tensor (R̂ijkl)
over a three-dimensional manifold (say an open set in the three-dimensional Eu-
clidean space) which satisfies the first Bianchi identity. Then, for any point on the
manifold (say a point in the open set), there exists a C∞ Riemannian metric g such
that system
Riem(g) = R̂ (2.4)
is satisfied in a neighborhood of the point.
Remark 2.1. We note that the proof of DeTurck-Yang in [22, 23] also shows that
metric g satisfies gij = δij at the point noted in Theorem 2.3.
Remark 2.2. The non-degeneracy of the tensor R̂ is equivalent to the non-singularity
of the matrix (which is also denoted by R̂):
R̂1212 R̂1223 R̂1213
R̂1223 R̂2323 R̂1323
R̂1213 R̂1323 R̂1313
 .
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3. Continuum mechanics
We consider the balance laws of mass and momentum in three-dimensional con-
tinuum mechanics. Denote by T the (symmetric) Cauchy stress tensor, and assume
that the fields for velocity u, Cauchy stress T , and density ρ are consistent with some
specific constitutive equation for a body and satisfy the balances of mass and linear
momentum (satisfaction of balance of angular momentum is automatic). The equa-
tions for the balance of linear momentum in the spatial representation and balance
of mass are:
∂1(ρu
2
1 − T11) + ∂2(ρu1u2 − T12) + ∂3(ρu1u3 − T13) = −∂t(ρu1),
∂1(ρu2u1 − T21) + ∂2(ρu22 − T22) + ∂3(ρu2u3 − T23) = −∂t(ρu2),
∂1(ρu3u1 − T31) + ∂2(ρu3u2 − T32) + ∂3(ρu23 − T33) = −∂t(ρu3),
∂1(ρu1) + ∂2(ρu2) + ∂3(ρu3) = −∂tρ,
ρ = ρ0(detF )
−1,
where ρ0 is the density of the body in the reference configuration, and F is the
deformation gradient of the current configuration with respect to this reference.
Example 3.1. The following are some examples of the Cauchy stress tensor T :
(1) Inviscid compressible fluid: Tij = −p(ρ)δij (compressible fluid, the Euler
equations).
(2) Inviscid incompressible fluid with constant (unit) density: ρ = 1, Tij = −pδij,
which imply divu = 0, ∆p = −div(div(u ⊗ u)) (incompressible fluid, the
Euler equations).
(3) Viscous incompressible fluid with constant (unit) density ρ = 1, Tij =
−pδij + 2γDij, Dij = 12
(
∂iuj + ∂jui
)
, γ > 0, divu = 0, which imply
∆p = −div(div(u⊗ u)) (the Navier-Stokes equations).
(4) Neo-Hookean elasticity: T = ρFF>.
4. A map of continuum motion into geometric motion
Given a local C∞ (space-time) solution of the continuum balance laws of mass
and momentum, we define the following quantities R̂ijkl via the first Bianchi identity
and the relations:
R̂2323 = ρu
2
1 − T11, R̂1313 = ρu22 − T22,
R̂1212 = ρu
2
3 − T33, R̂3123 = ρu1u2 − T12,
R̂1223 = ρu1u3 − T13, R̂3112 = ρu2u3 − T23.
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Write R̂ as the 3× 3 symmetric matrix:
R̂ =

R̂1212 R̂1223 −R̂3112
R̂1223 R̂2323 −R̂3123
−R̂3112 −R̂3123 R̂1313

=
 ρu23 − T33 ρu1u3 − T13 −ρu2u3 + T23ρu1u3 − T13 ρu21 − T11 −ρu1u2 + T12
−ρu2u3 + T23 −ρu1u2 + T12 ρu22 − T22
 .
Then system
Riem(g) = R̂
is a system of six equations in the six unknown components of metric g. Further-
more, matrix R̂ is non-singular when det R̂ is non-zero. In this case, the DeTurck-
Yang theorem (Theorem 2.3) yields the local existence of a C∞ metric g in space.
Moreover, matrix R̂ is positive definite when the quantities
ρu23 − T33, det
[
ρu23 − T33 ρu1u3 − T13
ρu1u3 − T13 ρu21 − T11
]
, det R̂
are positive.
Example 4.1. For the Euler equations of either compressible or incompressible
flow,
det R̂ = p2
(
p+ ρq2
)
, q2 = u21 + u
2
2 + u
2
3.
It is easy to see that R̂ is positive definite when p is positive.
We can then state the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Let ρ, ui, Tij, i, j = 1, 2, 3, be a local C
∞ space-time solution to
the balance laws of mass and momentum with non-zero det R̂. Then we have the
following:
(a) There is a local space-time Riemannian metric g in a neighborhood of the
origin that satisfies both system (2.4) with gij = δij at the origin and the following
system:
∂t(%u1) = −Γλ12R̂λ323 − Γλ23(R̂12λ3 + R̂312λ)− Γλ13R̂2λ23 − Γλ22R̂31λ3 − Γλ33R̂122λ =: A1,
∂t(%u2) = −Γλ13(R̂λ123 + R̂3λ12)− Γλ11R̂3λ23 − Γλ21R̂λ313 − Γλ23R̂1λ13 − Γλ33R̂λ112 =: A2,
∂t(%u3) = −Γλ12(R̂1λ23 + R̂31λ2)− Γλ11R̂λ223 − Γλ22R̂311λ − Γλ31R̂λ212 − Γλ32R̂121λ =: A3,
(4.1)
which is abbreviated as
(∂t(%u1), ∂t(%u2), ∂t(%u3)) = (A1, A2, A3) .
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Moreover, the balance of mass and momentum imply
∂tt% = −∂iAi. (4.2)
(b) There is a local C∞ space-time isometric embedding y for the three-dimensional
Riemannian manifold (M, g) into R6 such that ∂iy · ∂jy = gij.
(c) Conversely, if there is a smooth metric g and smooth continuum fields ρ, ui,
Tij, i, j = 1, 2, 3, which satisfy (2.4) and (4.1)–(4.2), then the balance laws of mass
and momentum are satisfied.
Proof. (a) Since R̂ is non-singular, the DeTurck-Yang theorem (Theorem 2.3) yields
the existence of a metric g satisfying (2.4). Then system (4.1) follows from the
second Bianchi identity and the balance law of momentum for the continuum fields.
(b) The existence of an isometric embedding follows from the Nakamura-Maeda
theorem (Theorem 2.2).
(c) Apply the second Bianchi identity to R̂. Then, from (2.4), we obtain the
system:
∂1(ρu
2
1 − T11) + ∂2(ρu1u2 − T12) + ∂3(ρu1u3 − T13) = A1,
∂1(ρu2u1 − T21) + ∂2(ρu22 − T22) + ∂3(ρu2u3 − T23) = A2,
∂1(ρu3u1 − T31) + ∂2(ρu3u2 − T32) + ∂3(ρu23 − T33) = A3.
(4.3)
From (4.1), we now recover the balance law of linear momentum for the continuum
fields. Finally, take the divergence of (4.3) and use (4.2) to see
∂t(∂1(ρu1) + ∂2(ρu2) + ∂3(ρu3)) = −∂ttρ.
Hence, if the balance law of mass is initially satisfied, it is locally satisfied. 
Remark 4.1 (Blow-up scenario). We note that, if a metric g satisfies (2.4), then
substitution of the formula for R̂, which is given in terms of (ρ, ui, Tij), into (4.1)
yields:
(i) a system of nonlinear essentially ordinary differential equations for the incom-
pressible Euler equations;
(ii) a system of weakly first-order quasilinear partial differential equations for the
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations.
These systems are non-local due to relations (2.4) and ∆p = −div(div(u ⊗ u)).
Nevertheless, these systems provide what may be an avenue for proving finite-time
blowup of smooth solutions.
5. Shearing motion
In §4, we have shown that, if R̂ is non-singular, there exists a map from the
continuum flow to the geometric motion. This motivates the question as to what
can be said in the case when R̂ is singular. In essence, there are two examples: One
for the incompressible Euler equations, and the other for neo-Hookean elasticity
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which have been provided in [1]. For this reason, we will give only a short discussion
for the first example, and the second example follows analogously.
For the incompressible Euler equations with p ≥ 0 (by scaling for any lower
bound), the singularity of R̂ means pressure p = 0, and hence we consider the
steady flow:
u1 = u1(x2), p = u2 = u3 = 0.
The desired embedding is given by
y1 = Bx2, y2 = Bx1, y3 = f(x2), y4 = Bx3, y5 = y6 = 0,
with
∂1y = (0, B, 0, 0, 0, 0), ∂2y = (B, 0, f
′, 0, 0, 0), ∂3y = (0, 0, 0, B, 0, 0),
where B is a positive constant. This yields metric g∗ with components
g∗11 = g
∗
33 = B
2, g∗22 = B
2 + f ′2, g∗12 = g
∗
13 = g
∗
23 = 0.
An orthonormal set of normal vectors is given by
N4 =
1√
B2 + f ′2
(f ′, 0,−B, 0, 0, 0), N5 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0), N6 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1).
Then a direct calculation by using the definitions of Hµij and κ
υ
µj gives
H422 = −
f ′′√
B2 + f ′2
,
and all the remaining components of the second fundamental forms, as well as all
κυµj, to be zero. The Gauss equations show that the manifold is Riemann flat, and
the identification
f ′(x2) = B arctan(−B
∫ x2
0
u21(s)ds), u
2
1(x2) = −
f ′′(x2)√
B2 + f ′2(x2)
shows that the non-trivial Euler equation:
0 = ∂1u
2
1
is identical to the Codazzi equation:
0 = ∂1H
4
22.
Note the term, Γ212H
4
22, in the Codazzi equation vanishes since Γ
2
12 = 0.
Remark 5.1. We note the following observation: If we had allowed the steady
shearing motion to be the more general case:
u1 = u1(x2, x3), p = u2 = u3 = 0,
we still have an exact solution to the incompressible Euler equations. However,
perhaps surprisingly, we have not been able to find a three-dimensional manifold
that can be identified with this motion.
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6. The Nash-Kuiper theorem and wild solutions
We wish to compare the metrics arising from the two cases: p > 0 and p = 0, for
the incompressible Euler equations. First consider metric g given by Theorem 4.1
when p > 0. Since we know that there is an isometric embedding, we can expand
the metric locally via the Taylor series:
gij = δij + h.o.t.
For B > 0 (in the definition of g∗) sufficiently large, we see that g ≤ g∗ in the
sense of quadratic forms, or in the language of the Nash-Kuiper theorem that the
embedding yg is short compared to the embedding yg∗ .
We now recall the well known Nash-Kuiper-Gromov results.
Theorem 6.1 (Nash-Kuiper-Gromov). Let (Mn, g) be a smooth, compact Riemann-
ian manifold n ≥ 2. Assume that g is in C∞. Then the following hold:
(i) If m ≥ 1
2
(n+ 2) (n+ 3), any short embedding yg into Rm can be approximated
by isometric embeddings into Rm of class C∞ (Nash [24] and Gromov [17]);
(ii) If m ≥ n + 1, then any short embedding yg into Rm can be approximated in
C0 by embeddings into Rm of class C1 (Nash [24] and Kuiper [20]).
In our examples, we are in the case n = 3 and m = 6, so only case (ii) applies.
In fact, the issue is quite subtle. It is quite evident that the shearing motion had
its geometric image in R4 and, if the general Euler flow had its geometric image in
R4 as well, then we could apply (ii) with m = n + 1. This would not only allow
a sharper result but more importantly allow us to apply the theory for m = n + 1
by Borisov [4, 5], at least in the case when the Euler flow is locally analytic, which
states that embeddings yg of (ii) cannot be C
2. Thus there would be an upper bound
on their regularity. While it seems likely based on the discussion of [11] that some
upper bound regularity exists for our case, we know of no such result.
As a direct consequence of Theorem 4.1, Theorem 6.1, and the appendix of [1],
we can state the following result.
Theorem 6.2. The short embedding yg given Theorem 4.1 (which is the image of
the Euler flow with p > 0) can be approximated in C0 by C1 embeddings yw locally
in space-time. Furthermore, the energy
E(t) =
∫
Ω
∂iyw · ∂iyw dx =
∫
Ω
tr(g∗)dx
is a constant in t. In addition, yw is continuous in t taking values in C
1
loc.
Finally, we have the following non-uniqueness result.
Theorem 6.3. For fixed generalized shear initial data, there are infinite number of
solutions to the initial value problem for the evolution equations: ∂iy · ∂jy = g∗ij.
The proof is identical to the one given in Theorem 7.3 in [1]. Nevertheless, we
provide a short sketch of the proof for the sake of completeness.
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Proof. Choose an interval [0, T ] for which the continuum mechanical balance laws
have a smooth solution and a smooth embedding into R6 exists via Theorem 4.1.
Now take a sequence εk > 0, k = 1, 2, · · · , n, and [T0, T1], [T1, T2], · · · , [Tn−1, Tn] with
T0 = 0 and Tn = T . By Theorem 6.2, there exists a sequence of wrinkled solutions
{ykw} so that we can then define the wrinkled solution on the entire interval [0, T ]
by
y∗w = y
k
w for Tk−1 ≤ t ≤ Tk, k = 1, 2, · · · , n.
In addition, y∗w is continuous in t with values in C
1
loc on each subinterval [Tk−1, Tk].
Since ‖yg − ykw‖C ≤ εk on each subinterval [Tk−1, Tk], we can provide an infinite
number of wrinkled solutions on [0, T ] by simply letting εk and Tk vary for k =
2, · · · , n, with yk−1w as the fixed initial data. The energy
E(t) =
∫
Ω
∂iyw · ∂iywdx =
∫
Ω
g∗iidx = const.
on any domain Ω in t > 0. 
Again as in [1], it is not apparent in what sense yw actually satisfies the Euler
equations. On the other hand, the simplicity of our arguments gives a rather el-
ementary explanation for both the existence of wild solutions to the equations of
inviscid continuum mechanics and the non-uniqueness of solutions to the Cauchy
problem.
7. The Navier-Stokes equations and Couette flow
In this section, we will apply our Nash-Kuiper approach to the classical Navier-
Stokes equations of viscous, incompressible fluid flow:
Tij = −pδij + 2γDij, Dij = 1
2
(∂iuj + ∂jui), γ > 0, div u = 0,
which in turn imply
∆p = −div(div(u⊗ u)).
In particular, we will consider the problem of planar Couette flow between two
parallel plates placed at x3 = ±1 with the top (bottom) plate moving with speed V
(respectively −V ). We impose the non-slip boundary conditions:
u1 = ±V, u2 = u3 = 0 at x3 = ±1.
Define Ω to be the spatial domain:
Ω := {(x1, x2) ∈ R2 : −1 ≤ x3 ≤ 1}.
We have taken dimensionless independent and dependent variables, and hence the
quantity γ is now the inverse of the dimensionless Reynolds number.
An exact solution to the Navier-Stokes equations is given by the laminar Couette
flow:
u1 = V x3, u2 = u3 = 0, p = const.
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and we take the constant to be zero so that p = 0. At first glance, there appears to
be no external force for Couette flow, but of course this is not the case, as an external
force would be required to move the parallel plates and hence energy is being added
to the system. This fact is reflected in the fact that the L2 (Ω) energy norm of the
laminar flow is infinite. As in §5, matrix R̂ is singular, yet the laminar Couette flow
can be identified with a three-dimensional Riemannian manifold embedded in R6.
A crucial feature of planar Couette flow and related problems of Pouseille flow
(pressure driven flow between parallel plates) and rotating Couette flow (the fluid
confined between two rotating cylinders) is the numerically and physically observed
bifurcation from laminar flow to roll patterns at high Reynolds number; cf. [10,21,28]
and the references cited therein. This means that the boundary value problem
described above is expected to have non-unique solutions. Hence, just as the simple
shear solution for the Euler equations given in §5 provides an infinite number of
possible steady solutions to the Euler equations, the boundary value problem for
planar Couette flow can be expected to provide a multitude of steady solutions at
high Reynolds number.
By interchanging components for the embedding given in §5, the laminar Couette
flow is embedded into R6 with
y1 = Bx3, y2 = f(x3), y3 = Bx2, y4 = Bx1, y5 = y6 = 0,
with
∂1y = (0, 0, 0, B, 0, 0), ∂2y = (0, 0, B, 0, 0, 0), ∂3y = (B, f
′, 0, 0, 0, 0).
This yields metric g∗ with components:
g∗11 = g
∗
22 = B
2, g∗33 = B
2 + (f ′)2, g∗12 = g
∗
13 = g
∗
23 = 0,
which is Riemann flat. Since we are using laminar Couette flow, we have
f ′ = B arctan(−BV
2
3
x33).
Now we consider the initial value problem for the Couette flow. Consider the
initial data for u with divu = 0 which satisfies the boundary conditions:
u1 = ±V, u2 = u3 = 0 at x3 = ±1,
and for p initially as a solution of the boundary value problem:
∆p = −div(div(u⊗ u))
to be positive on Ω. This is easily done by adding a sufficiently large positive
constant to any solution p of a fixed solution to the boundary value problem for p in
the bounded domain Ω. Hence, for sufficiently large Reynolds numbers, i.e., small
γ, the contributions of the viscous stresses
Tij = 2γDij, Dij =
1
2
(∂iuj + ∂jui), γ > 0,
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to the computation of matrix R̂ become negligible, and R̂ is initially positive definite.
In fact, this condition can be computed explicitly as follows:
The eigenvalues of matrix R̂ for the initial data (u1(x3), 0, 0) and p = p0 (constant)
are given by
λ1,2 =
1
2
(
u21 + 2p0 ±
√
u41 + 4γ
2(u′1)2
)
, λ3 = p0.
Hence, p0 satisfying that p
2
0 +p0u
2
1 > γ
2(u′1)
2 would suffice, so that λi > 0, i = 1, 2, 3.
Here constant p0 can be interpreted as the pressure at the ends of the channel. Since
the initial value problem for the Navier-Stokes equations has local-in-time smooth
solutions, we have a smooth solution with R̂ positive definite, locally in time.
We can now follow again the argument in §6 to see that the geometric image (at
least locally in space-time) of the incompressible Navier-Stokes flow is approximated
in C0 by non-smooth yw and, furthermore, the initial value problem for yw has an
infinite number of solutions. We state this as
Theorem 7.1. Theorems 6.2–6.3 are valid where
(a) yg is the geometric image (locally in space-time, say a domain x ∈ Ω1 ⊂
Ω, 0 ≤ t < T ) of solutions of the initial value problem for the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations with the boundary conditions:
u1 = ±V, u2 = u3 = 0 at x3 = ±1;
(b) yw ∈ C1(Ω1) for each t ∈ (0, T ) and yw ∈ L∞((0, T );C1loc(Ω1)) satisfies
∂iyw · ∂jyw = g∗ij, where g∗ has the components:
g∗11 = g
∗
22 = B
2, g∗33 = B
2 + (f ′)2, g∗12 = g
∗
13 = g
∗
23 = 0,
which is Riemann flat.
As noted above, if there was only one solution to the steady Couette problem, the
result of such non-uniqueness would seem unlikely, but the key here is that there
are many such solutions at large Reynolds number and the non-uniqueness of the
evolutionary geometric problem is not unexpected.
Of course, these results give an indication at the geometric level for both the on-
set of turbulence for high Reynolds number Navier-Stokes flow and non-uniqueness
of weak solutions for the Cauchy problem for the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes
equations. Specifically, we note that, to apply the above theory, we have needed the
three eigenvalues at the ends of the channel fixed and positive, and the transition
from the wild “turbulent” initial data will occur as λ2 passes from positive to nega-
tive values for decreasing Reynolds number γ−1. Thus, according to our geometric
theory, the critical Reynolds number will be given by the formula:
p20 + p0u
2
1 = γ
2
crit(u
′
1)
2.
In addition, this formula provides an equation for the critical profile for transition
from turbulence. One possible check of this critical profile relation is to use the
experimental data of Reichardt [26] where the data are normalized so that V = 1.
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Figure (a) (from [26]) gives profiles for water with Reynolds number Rw = 18000
and oil with Reynolds number Ro = 2900. We consider the one for oil since the
Reynolds number for that experiment is closer to the usually accepted Reynolds
number ∼ 2300 for transition to turbulence. Since we expect that p0  1, we drop
that term in our critical profile equation and simplify it as
p0u
2
1 = γ
2
crit(u
′
1)
2.
Let us work on the interval 0 ≤ x3 ≤ 1. We can find the solution for −1 ≤ x3 ≤ 0
via the relation, u1(−x3) = −u(x3). Hence, for 0 ≤ x3 ≤ 1, we solve the initial value
problem:
u′1 = au1, u1(1) = 1,
for a =
√
p0
γcrit
to give
u1(x3) = exp(a(x3 − 1)).
If we fit this relation to Reichardt’s Figure (a) by using u1(.8) = .4, we find p0 =
(.00159)2, a = (.00159..)(2900) = 4.611, and so the critical profile is approximately
given by u1(x3) = exp(4.611(x3 − 1)).
We note the value of our approximate critical profile at x3 = 0 is u1(0+) =
exp(−4.611). While this value is not identically zero, its value is sufficiently small
to provide a very good approximation to the Reichardt’s graph which has the value
zero at x3 = 0. We plot our approximate critical profile in Figure (b) with the
x–axis corresponding to x3 and the y–axis corresponding to e
4.611(x−1).
s 28 Reic hardt, Geschwindigkeitsverteilung in einer geradlinigen Couettestromung 8onderbeft Math. 1866 
Der Geschwindigkeitsgradient ist also proportional l/(p + A) .  Daraus folgt fur die Lanii- 
naritat - = const bzw. u N y. Bei Turbulenz hingegen nimmt - mit dern Wandabstand ab 
(von einem Maximalwert an der Wand, wo A verschwindet), weil die AustauschgroDe niit dem 
Wandabstande wachst. Die Stromungsbeobachtungen zeigen ganz deutlich, daB sich die starksten 
Wirbel in der Kanalmitte befinden. Der Geschwindigkeitsgradient des turbulenten Profiles ist 
daher i  er Mittelebene am niedrigsten (s. Bild 1). 
au au 
dY dY 
Bild 1 Bild 2 
3. Entwicklung einer Formel fur das turbulente Geschwindigkei tsprofil 
In allen bisher untersuchten Reibungsschichten (im Rohr, im Kana1 und an  der ebenen 
Platte) ist festgestellt worden, daB sich die turbulente Geschwindigkeitsverteilung in Wandnahe 
durch eine logarithmische Funktion des dimensionslosen Wandabstandes 17 = y u*/v darstellen 
laRt (u* = I / ~ Q ) :  
(2) 
U 
- = 2,5 In q + 5,5 
U* 
Zur Begrundung dieses bekannten ,,universellen Wandgesetzes" wird angenommen, da13 der 
Mischungsweg linear mit dem Wandabstande ansteigt und daB die Schubspannung z nicht 
wesentlich von der Wandschubspannung zo abweicht. Aus physikalischen und aus formalen 
Griinden ist es jedocli zweckmaRiger, statt des Mischungsweges die dimensionslose Austausch- 
groBe Alp zu verwenden2) und anzunehmen, daB 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. (3) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ -  - xq  =0,4q. 
a@/u* 
A 
lu 
sei. Unter Einfuhrung von (3) in die identische Gleichung 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  * (4) % / t o  -- - aq 1 + AlP 
folgt dann fur t = ro und A/,u >l  die Formel (2) (dabei ist die Konstante 5,5 eine empirische 
GroBe ebenso wie der Faktor 0,4 in G1. (3)). 
Wenn ein ,,universelles Wandgesetz" wirklich existiert, so muD dieses Gesetz auch in der 
geradlinigen Couettestromung gelten, zumal die vorausgesetzte Bedingung, daB z = to sei, bei 
der Couettestromung exakt erfullt ist. Leider waren wir nicht in der Lage, die Gultigkeit der 
G1. (2) in der Couettestromung zu prufen. Bei den Couetteversuchen mit Wasser, das zur Er- 
zielung einer hinreichend hohen Re-Zahl verwandt worden war, waren die laufenden Wande 
derart krumm und wellig geworden, daB wir auf wandnahe Geschwindigkeitsmessungen ,bei 
2, Eine nilhere Begriindung hierfiir findet sich in dem Aufscltz des Verfwsers : ,,Vollstiindige Darstellung 
der turbulenten Geschwindigkeit,sverteilung in glatten Leitungen", Z. angew. Math. Mech. 31 (1951), S. 2081219. 
e4.611(x−1)
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While the above computation does not validate the geometric theory, it does at
least show the geometric theory is consistent with experiment. We note that the
experiments of Cadot et al [7] have also demonstrated the occurrence of low pressure
turbulence.
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